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Abstract
The paper provides a new understanding of light propagation and light-matter interactions by examining the physical
implications of group velocity and energy conservation equation. The classical definition of group velocity has two
flaws: (a) the group velocity can be greater than the phase velocity and break Fermat’s principle in a non-dispersive,
lossless, non-conducting, anisotropic uniform medium; (b) the definition is not consistent with the principle of relativ-
ity for a plane wave in a moving isotropic uniform medium. To remove the flaws, a modified definition is proposed. A
criterion is set up to identify the justification of group velocity definition. A “superluminal power flow” is constructed
to show that the electromagnetic energy conservation equation (Poynting theorem) cannot uniquely define the power
flow if the principle of Fermat is not taken into account. It is indicated that the group velocity is not a strict observable
quantity in general cases because the physical implication of the definition itself is ambiguous. As an application,
associated basic concepts in textbooks and experimental observations reported in recent research works are also re-
viewed, including: why the traditional formulation of Fermat’s principle has a limited application; how the Fermat’s
principle is formulated for a plane wave; why the Fermat’s principle is consistent with Maxwell electromagnetic the-
ory; what the significant difference is between Poynting theorem and energy conservation law; why Poynting vector
as electromagnetic power flow may break energy conservation law in an anisotropic medium; why the physical expla-
nations for “spatially structured” photons in Giovannini-coworkers experiments are not consistent with the principle
of relativity; why the traditionally-argued invariance of information velocity contradicts Maxwell equations; and why
the superluminal light pulse propagation claimed in Wang-Kuzmich-Dogariu experiments voilates Einstein causality.
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1. Introduction
The paper provides a new understanding of light propagation and light-matter interactions by examining the phys-
ical implications of group velocity and energy conservation equation. As an application, associated basic concepts
and experimental observations in past publications are reviewed.
It is a widely-accepted concept in the community that, group velocity is the transport velocity of electromag-
netic (EM) signal energy. For example, in their textbook Landau and Lifshitz state that “the physical velocity of
propagation of the waves is called the group velocity” [1, p.237]; for resolution of the Abraham-Minkowski debate
on light momentum in a medium, Kemp argues that “the pulse propagates at the group velocity” [2]; for introduc-
ing a fundamental assumption in descriptions of light-matter interactions, Bethune-Waddell and Chau “interpret the
electromagnetic field as a fluid with an equivalent mass density ... moving with a group velocity” [3]; in a recent
experimental research report, Giovannini and coworkers claim that “single photons travel at the group velocity” [4].
The classical definition of group velocity is given by vgr−c = ∂ω/∂kw, defined in the normal vector direction of
kw-surface in the wave-vector space [1, p.237] [5], where ω is the angular frequency and kw is the wave vector.
There are two flaws in the classical definition: (a) the group velocity can be greater than the phase velocity and
break Fermat’s principle for a plane wave in a non-dispersive, lossless, non-conducting, anisotropic uniform medium;
(b) the definition is not consistent with the principle of relativity for a plane wave in a moving isotropic uniform
medium. (The moving isotropic medium becomes anisotropic in general [5].) In this paper, we propose a modified
group velocity definition, given by vgr = nˆ∂ω/∂|kw| with nˆ = kw/|kw| the unit wave vector. The modified group
velocity is defined in the wave-vector direction, and it removes the above flaws. The two definitions are shown in
Fig. 1. Between the two definitions, vgr · nˆ = vgr−c · nˆ holds. For an isotropic medium, the kw-surface is spherical and
the two definitions are equivalent.
Strictly speaking, it is difficult to precisely define the velocity of EM energy transport for a practical light pulse
because of the existence of inevitable dispersions and divergences, more or less resulting in the pulse shape deformed.
However if a light pulse moves in a “rigid” way, then the EM energy velocity is exactly, without any ambiguity, equal
to the rigidly-moving velocity of the pulse. It is shown in the paper that, in a non-dispersive, lossless, non-conducting
uniform medium (no matter whether it is isotropic or anisotropic), a plane-wave light pulse propagates rigidly at the
modified group velocity. Thus the modified group velocity can be taken to be an approximate description of EM
energy velocity for practical situations with weak dispersions and low losses.
Energy conservation law is a fundamental postulate in physics. Poynting theorem, called energy conservation
equation, is a specific mathematical description of energy conservation law in electrodynamics, and it is an equation
of differential form; however, it is the differential form that results in the ambiguity of the definition of EM power
flow. As a basic postulate of geometric optics, the principle of Fermat1 is not included in but consistent with Maxwell
EM theory, and it is an additional physical condition that is imposed on the direction of EM energy transport. Thus the
ambiguity appearing in Poynting theorem can be clarified by Fermat’s principle. In this paper, based on the Fermat’s
principle a criterion is set up to identify the justification of group velocity definition. A “superluminal power flow” is
constructed to show that the power flow cannot be uniquely defined by the EM energy conservation equation (Poynting
theorem) without Fermat’s principle taken into account.
As we know, formulation of any physical theories is usually restricted by fundamental physical postulates. Thus
a correct EM power flow is supposed to meet (i) EM energy conservation law, (ii) Fermat’s principle, and (iii) the
principle of relativity. However traditionally, only (i) is emphasized through Poynting theorem, while (ii) and (iii) are
neglected. In this paper with all the above three postulates taken into account, a real EM power flow is presented.
1 Fermat’s principle states that Nature always acts by the shortest course [6, p.xxi]. When applied to optics, this principle requires light to
take the path of least time. This kind of description of Fermat’s principle in optics is very general; however, how to use is really tricky. Usually
in textbooks [1, p.291] [5, p.363] [6, p.128], a specific formulation of Fermat’s principle within the Maxwell-equation frame is about the optical
path between two points, A and B: How can a ray of light, emitted from point A, reach point B? Mathematically, this form of Fermat’s principle
corresponds to a formulation of a variational principle “which is weaker but which has a wider range of validity” [6, p.128], and it has been
generalized for light rays in general relativity [7, 8, 9] and nonstationary media [10]. However, it should be indicated that in principle, this form of
Fermat’s principle is only applicable for a point light source at point A, and it is not applicable for a uniform plane wave used in the present paper.
To better understand this, let us take a simple example. Suppose that there is a plane wave in free space, with the line AB not parallel to the wave
vector. In such a case, the actual light ray never goes from A to B because the actual light ray must be perpendicular to the equiphase planes [6,
p.114]. From this we can see the importance of understanding the exact implication of the general description of Fermat’s principle: Light takes
the path of least time. See footnote 4 for formulation of Fermat’s principle for a plane wave.
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Figure 1: Classical group velocity vgr−c and modified group velocity vgr in kw-space for an anisotropic medium. vgr−c is defined in the normal
vector direction of the kw-surface; vgr is defined in the kw-direction. tˆ is the unit tangential vector on the kw-surface. For an isotropic medium, the
kw-surface becomes spherical, vgr = vgr−c holds, and the two definitions are equivalent.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, the classical group velocity is shown to break Fermat’s principle
in a stationary symmetric anisotropic uniform medium. In Sec. 3, a criterion is set up to identify the justification of
group velocity definition. In Sec. 4, the classical group velocity is shown to violate relativity principle in a moving
isotropic uniform medium, and in Sec. 5, some conclusions and remarks are given. In Appendix A, it is shown that
the modified group velocity is exactly equal to the rigidly-moving velocity of a plane-wave light pulse. In footnote
1, it is shown why the traditional formulation of Fermat’s principle has a limited application; in footnote 4, how to
formulate Fermat’s principle for a plane wave is presented, and it is shown that the Fermat’s principle is consistent
with Maxwell EM theory; in footnote 5, the specific difference between energy conservation equation and energy
conservation law is clearly shown; in footnote 6, it is shown why the physical explanations for “spatially structured”
photons in Giovannini-coworkers experiments are not consistent with the principle of relativity; in footnote 10, it
is shown why the traditionally-argued invariance of information velocity is not consistent with Maxwell equations;
and in footnote 11, it is shown why the superluminal light pulse propagation reported in Wang-Kuzmich-Dogariu
experimental demonstrations breaks Einstein causality.
2. Classical group velocity greater than phase velocity and breaking Fermat’s principle
In this section, we will show that the classical group velocity can be greater than the phase velocity and break
Fermat’s principle for a signal plane wave in a non-dispersive, lossless, non-conducting, anisotropic uniform medium.
A signal plane wave is composed of component monochromatic plane waves with different frequencies, which
propagate in the same direction. A single plane-wave light pulse and a periodical plane-wave light pulse are typical
examples of signal plane waves. According to classical electrodynamics and Fourier analysis, the frequency spectrum
is continuous for the former, while it is discrete for the latter.
For a monochromatic plane wave with a phase function Ψ = (ωt − kw · x), Maxwell equations are simplified into
ωB = kw × E, ωD = −kw ×H, (1)
kw · B = 0, kw · D = 0, (2)
where (E,D,B,H) = (E0,D0,B0,H0) cos Ψ with E0, D0, B0, and H0 the real constant vectors; ω and kw are real
because the medium is assumed to be non-conducting and lossless.
By making cross products of kw × (ωB = kw × E) and kw × (ωD = −kw × H) from Eq. (1), with vector identity
a × (b × c) = (a · c)b − (a · b)c taken into account, we have
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E = (nˆ · E)nˆ − vph × B, (3)
H = (nˆ ·H)nˆ + vph × D, (4)
where vph = nˆ(ω/|kw|) is the phase velocity. The medium refractive index is defined as nd = |kw|/|ω/c| [1], with c
the vacuum light speed, and thus the phase velocity also can be written as vph = nˆ(ω/|ω|)(c/nd).
By making inner products of H·(ωB = kw×E) and E·(ωD = −kw×H) from Eq. (1), with H·(kw×E) = E·(−kw×H)
taken into account we obtain E · D = B ·H. Setting S = E ×H (Poynting vector) and Wem = 0.5(E · D + B ·H) (EM
energy density), from Eqs. (3) and (4) we obtain [11]
S = Spower + Spseu, (5)
where
Spower = v2ph(D × B) = Wemvph, (6)
Spseu = −(vph ·H)B − (vph · E)D. (7)
From Eq. (2), we know that both B and D are perpendicular to vph ‖ kw, which is well discussed in the textbook
by Kong [5]. Thus Spower and Spseu are perpendicular each other, leading to |S| > |Spower | for Spseu , 0, and we have∣∣∣∣∣ SWem
∣∣∣∣∣ > |vph|. (8)
Again from Eq. (1), following Landau-Lifshitz approach [1] we have
(δω)B ·H = δkw · (E ×H) − ω(δB) ·H + ω(D · δE), (9)
(δω)D · E = δkw · (E ×H) − ω(δD) · E + ω(B · δH), (10)
where δkw is an arbitrary infinitesimal change in wave vector. From above Eq. (9) and (10), we obtain
δω = δkw · SWem −
ω4
2Wem
, (11)
where
4 = (δD · E − D · δE) + (δB ·H − B · δH). (12)
Supposing that the dielectric constant tensors for the non-dispersive medium are symmetric (symmetric medium),
we have δD · E − D · δE = 0 and δB · H − B · δH = 0 holding [1]. Inserting them into Eq. (12), we have 4 = 0
holding for any δkw. Then inserting 4 = 0 into Eq. (11), we have δω = δkw · (S/Wem) holding for any δkw . With the
help of standard calculus,2 we obtain the classical group velocity holding for any instantaneous time (instead of time
average3)[12], given by
vgr−c ≡ ∂ω
∂kw
=
S
Wem
(for a non-dispersive
symmetric medium
)
, (13)
2If u = u(x, y, z) is a differentiable function and du = A(x, y, z) · dx holds for any x and dx, then we have ∇u = A. That is because du = ∇u · dx
holds for any x and dx, and so does (A − ∇u) · dx = 0, namely (A − ∇u) ⊥ dx for any dx. Thus A − ∇u ≡ 0 holds for any x.
3In Chapter 11 of the book Ref. [12], a more general result was shown for a dispersive lossless uniform medium based on a “time average”
approach. Usually the holding of time average < vgr−c >=< S/Wem > does not necessarily means the instant vgr−c = S/Wem holding; see Problem
1 on p. 353 of Ref. [1].
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where S/Wem is defined as the velocity of energy transport traditionally [6, p.669][13], termed “classical energy
velocity” for the convenience.
Comparing Eq. (13) with Eq. (8), we find that the classical group velocity |vgr−c| (= |classical energy velocity|)
is greater than the phase velocity |vph| for waves with Spseu , 0 in a non-dispersive anisotropic symmetric medium.
However according to Fermat’s principle, the energy velocity for a monochromatic plane wave is equal to the phase
velocity vph.4 Thus the result of Eq. (13), |vgr−c| = |classical energy velocity| > |vph|, is not consistent with the
Fermat’s principle, because all component monochromatic plane waves with different frequencies in a signal plane
wave have the same phase velocity and thus the same energy velocity in a “non-dispersive” medium. (Note: The
problem comes from the fact that in Eq. (5), due to ∇ · Spseu ≡ 0 [11, 14],5 Spseu is not responsible for any EM power
flowing at any places for any time. Otherwise, energy conservation law (instead of energy conservation equation)
would be broken, because Spower = Wemvph has already carried all the EM energy Wem propagating at vph. Thus only
Spower is a real power flow while Spseu is a pseudo-power flow. In other words, Poynting vector S = Spower + Spseu
in Eq. (13) does not represent the real power flow for waves with Spseu , 0. It is interesting to point out that this
conclusion, obtained from the Maxwell EM theory with energy conservation law considered, is completely consistent
with the Fermat’s principle formulated in footnote 4.)
However the modified definition does not have such an inconsistency, as shown as follows. From the modified
definition vgr = nˆ∂ω/∂|kw| with vph = nˆ(ω/|ω|)(c/nd) taken into account, no matter whether the medium is symmetric
or not, we have (see Appendix A)
vgr =
vph
1 + (ω/nd)(∂nd/∂ω)
(
for a dispersive
medium
)
. (14)
Equation (14) has the same form as that for an isotropic medium [15], and the only difference is that nd is dependent
on the direction of propagation of waves for the anisotropic medium, while it is not for an isotropic medium.
4 Formulation of Fermat’s principle for a plane wave. The principle of Fermat is an additional physical condition imposed on the direction of
energy transport. As we have known from footnote 1, a light ray proceeding from point A in general does not necessarily pass through point B;
however, a light ray proceeding from one equiphase surface must intersect another equiphase surface [6, p.115]. Thus the Fermat’s principle for a
plane wave can be formulated as: from one equiphase plane to the next, the optical length of an actual ray is the shortest; namely, the actual ray
is the one to make the optical length
∫
ndds the minimum. The medium, which supports a plane wave, is uniform (∂nd/∂x = 0), but it can be
isotropic or anisotropic. When
∫
ds is equal to the distance between the equiphase planes,
∫
ndds = nd
∫
ds reaches the minimum. Thus the actual
ray or the direction of energy transport must be parallel to the wave vector. On the other hand, from Eq. (5) we know that Spower is parallel to the
wave vector while Spseu is perpendicular to the wave vector. If Spower = Wemvph is defined as the power flow, Fermat’s principle is automatically
satisfied, resulting in the EM energy velocity := Spower/Wem = vph (phase velocity). In addition, Spower satisfies the energy conservation equation
∇·Spower +∂Wem/∂t = 0. Thus we conclude that the Fermat’s principle, presented above, is completely consistent with Maxwell EM theory. In fact,
within the Maxwell-equation frame without Fermat’s principle taken into account but with the energy conservation law imposed, one should have
been aware that Spseu is not of power flow because of ∇ · Spseu ≡ 0, never responsible for power flowing at any places for any time. Furthermore,
it is worthwhile to emphasize that the Fermat’s principle for a plane wave, formulated in the present paper, is applicable in both isotropic and
anisotropic dielectric media. According to this formulation of Fermat’s principle, the actual ray of light is in the wave-vector direction (instead
of the Poynting-vector direction), no matter whether in an isotropic or anisotropic medium. In contrast, in classical textbooks, the light ray for a
plane wave in an anisotropic medium is given in the Poynting-vector direction (instead of the wave-vector direction). For example, Landau and
Lifshitz argue that “the direction of the light rays (in geometrical optics) is given by the group velocity vector” [1, p.335] and “the group velocity
is in the same direction as the Poynting vector” [1, p.336]. Born and Wolf also argue that “the ray velocity, is in the same direction as the Poynting
vector”, and the ray velocity is equal to the (classical) energy velocity S/Wem [6, p.669]. Straightforwardly speaking, in the textbooks [1, 6], the
light ray for a plane wave in an anisotropic medium is not defined according to Fermat’s principle; instead, it is defined based on a thought-to-be
well-established but actually disproved basic concept that the Poynting vector always represents a real power (energy) flow, even in an anisotropic
medium [11, 14].
5 From ∇ · B = 0 ⇒ B · kw = 0 ⇒ B0 · kw = 0 and ∇ · D = 0 ⇒ D · kw = 0 ⇒ D0 · kw = 0 , we have ∇ · Spseu = 2 cos Ψ sin Ψ [−(vph ·
H0)B0 − (vph · E0)D0] · kw = 0 holding for any time and places, namely ∇ · Spseu ≡ 0. Mathematically, Spseu can carry a time-independent EM
energy Wpseu, namely −∇ ·Spseu = ∂Wpseu/∂t ≡ 0. However Spower = Wemvph, satisfying −∇ ·Spower = ∂Wem/∂t, already carries all the EM energy
Wem propagating at vph. According to energy conservation law, we have Wem + Wpseu = Wem ⇒ Wpseu = 0. Thus in the frame of Maxwell EM
theory with energy conservation law considered, we conclude that Spseu does not transport any energy at any places for any time, and Spseu is a
pseudo-power flow. Note that Wem + Wpseu = Wem ⇒ Wpseu = 0 comes from energy conservation law, instead of energy conservation equation.
Poynting theorem or energy conservation equation only tells us that −∇ · S = ∂Wem/∂t ⇒ −∇ · Spower = ∂Wem/∂t and −∇ · Spseu = ∂Wpseu/∂t ≡ 0,
but never tells us that Wem + Wpseu = Wem should be holding. From here we can see why the energy conservation law is not included in but is
consistent with Maxwell EM theory, and it is an independent postulate in physics.
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When no dispersion is involved (∂nd/∂ω = 0), we have vgr = vph, namely the group velocity is equal to the phase
velocity. Thus the modified definition removes the above physical inconsistency in the classical definition.
From Eq. (6) we have vph = Spower/Wem (= energy velocity). Thus vgr(= vph) is also equal to the energy velocity
Spower/Wem, completely in agreement with the criterion of group velocity definition (see Sec. 3).
3. Criterion for identifying the justification of group velocity definition
As mentioned before, the group velocity is widely accepted as the velocity of signal energy transport in a medium.
Thus a rule or criterion is needed to identify the justification of definition. Below we will show that there is such a
criterion.
Suppose that the EM field is Einstein-light-quantized for a periodical signal plane wave that propagates in a non-
dispersive, lossless, non-conducting, uniform medium (∂nd/∂ω = 0 and ∂nd/∂x = 0). All photons with different
frequencies (energies) move in the same direction. Physically, only groups of photons can perform signal transport.
The average velocity of a group of photons which constitutes a period of signals can be defined as the group velocity.
Due to no dispersion, all photons have the same velocity, and the energy of any group of such photons is transported
at the photon’s moving velocity. Thus the group velocity is equal to the energy velocity in a non-dispersive medium
for the signal plane wave.
On the other hand, the energy velocity of a signal plane wave also can be examined from the relation between
photon’s moving velocity and the phase velocity in the non-dispersive medium.
First consider a monochromatic plane wave, of which the energy velocity is equal to the photon moving velocity
because the photon is the carrier of energy. The plane-wave phase function defines all equiphase planes of motion,
with the wave vector as their normal vector. From one equiphase plane to another equiphase plane, the path parallel
to the normal vector is the shortest. According to the Fermat’s principle, the photon must move parallel to the wave
vector, with its phase Ψ = (ωt − kw · x) kept unchanged. Thus the photon velocity, namely the energy velocity of the
monochromatic plane wave, is equal to the phase velocity.
A signal plane wave is made of component monochromatic waves with different frequencies but propagating in
the same direction, and because of no dispersion, all these component waves have the same phase velocity, and further,
they have the same energy velocity according to the above result for a monochromatic wave. Thus the energy velocity
of signal wave is equal to the phase velocity in a non-dispersive medium.
From above analysis we conclude that the group, energy, and phase velocities are equal for a signal plane wave
in a non-dispersive uniform medium no matter if it is isotropic or anisotropic, and this can be used as a criterion to
identify the justification of definitions of group velocity.
As we have known, derived from the classical group velocity definition vgr−c = ∂ω/∂kw, Eq. (13) does not satisfy
the above criterion. In contrast, derived from the modified group velocity definition vgr = nˆ∂ω/∂|kw|, Eq. (14) satisfies
the criterion. Thus the modified definition vgr = nˆ∂ω/∂|kw| is justifiable.
4. Classical group velocity not consistent with the principle of relativity
We have shown that the group, energy, and phase velocities are equal for a signal plane wave in a non-dispersive,
lossless, non-conducting, uniform medium no matter if it is isotropic or anisotropic. According to the principle of
relativity, this property is valid in all inertial frames.
The group velocity formula vgr−c = S/Wem given by Eq. (13) was derived from the classical definition vgr−c =
∂ω/∂kw and 4 = 0 for a non-dispersive symmetric medium which is stationary. Below we will show that, 4 = 0 and
vgr−c = S/Wem also hold in all inertial frames for a moving non-dispersive isotropic uniform medium, but vgr−c = vph
doesn’t; thus the classical definition vgr−c = ∂ω/∂kw is not consistent with the principle of relativity.
Suppose that the medium is fixed in the frame X′Y ′Z′, which moves at βc with respect to the lab frame XYZ,
as shown in Fig. 2. From the wave four-vector Kµ = (kw, ω/c) we can obtain the Lorentz transformation of refractive
index, given by [11]
nd =
√
(n′2d − 1) + γ2(1 − n′dnˆ′ · β′)2
|γ(1 − n′dnˆ′ · β′)|
, (15)
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Figure 2: Medium-rest frame X′Y′Z′ moves with respect to lab frame XYZ at βc, while XYZ moves with respect to X′Y′Z′ at β′c (not shown), with
β′ = −β. Observed in the lab frame, the dielectric constant tensors are not symmetric, unless the medium moves along the wave vector, namely the
moving isotropic uniform medium is an asymmetric anisotropic uniform medium.
where nˆ′ is the unit wave vector and n′d the refractive index in the medium-rest frame, and γ = (1 − β2)−1/2. nd
is anisotropic while n′d is isotropic. Based on above Eq. (15), first we will show below that if the medium has no
dispersion observed in the medium-rest frame, then it does not have dispersion either observed in the lab frame.
Suppose that a signal plane wave propagates along the nˆ′-direction in a uniform medium which has no dispersion
(∂n′d/∂ω
′ = 0). Observed in the medium-rest frame, all component waves with different frequencies propagate in the
same direction, and they have the same refractive index n′d. In terms of Eq. (15), observed in the lab frame, all com-
ponent waves with different frequencies also have the same refractive index nd. Thus the medium has no dispersion
either observed in the lab frame. In other words, a moving non-dispersive medium is also non-dispersive (∂nd/∂ω = 0)
observed in all inertial frames. Thus from Eq. (14) we have the modified group velocity
vgr = vph
(
for a moving non-dispersive
uniform medium
)
. (16)
From EM field Lorentz transformations for a plane wave, we have [11]
[
E
H
]
= γ(1 − n′dnˆ′ · β′)
[
E′
H′
]
+ (γn′dnˆ
′ − γ − 1
β2
β′)
[
β′ · E′
β′ ·H′
]
, (17)[
B
D
]
= γ(1 − 1
n′d
nˆ′ · β′)
[
B′
D′
]
+ (γ
1
n′d
nˆ′ − γ − 1
β2
β′)
[
β′ · B′
β′ · D′
]
. (18)
Because the dielectric medium is isotropic observed in the medium-rest frame, and it is non-dispersive, n′d is not
dependent on the frequency and the direction of wave vector, leading to δn′d = 0. From Eqs. (17) and (18), we have
δD · E − D · δE = γ2
(
− 1
n′d
+ n′d
)
× δnˆ′ · [ β′(D′ · E′) − 2E′(β′ · D′)], (19)
δB ·H − B · δH = γ2
(
− 1
n′d
+ n′d
)
× δnˆ′ · [ β′(B′ ·H′) − 2H′(β′ · B′)]. (20)
Inserting Eq. (19) and (20) into Eq. (12), with E′ · D′ = B′ ·H′ taken into account we have
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Figure 3: EM fields E′, D′, B′, H′, and the unit wave vector nˆ′ in the medium-rest frame. Observed in the medium-rest frame, the uniform medium
is isotropic, and D′ = ′E′ and B′ = µ′H′ hold, with ′ and µ′ being the scalar dielectric constants. δnˆ′ is parallel to the D′ − B′ plane, and it is
perpendicular to nˆ′, namely δnˆ′ · nˆ′=0.
4 = 2γ2
(
− 1
n′d
+ n′d
)
δnˆ′ · ∩′, (21)
where
∩′ = [ β′(D′ · E′) − E′(β′ · D′) −H′(β′ · B′) ]. (22)
The relations between EM fields E′, D′, B′, H′, and the unit wave vector nˆ′ in the medium-rest frame are shown
in Fig. 3.
Because ∩′ · E′ = 0 and ∩′ ·H′ = 0 hold, we have ∩′ ‖ nˆ′, leading to δnˆ′ · ∩′ = 0. Inserting δnˆ′ · ∩′ = 0 into Eq.
(21), we have 4 = 0. Then inserting 4 = 0 into Eq. (11), we have the classical group velocity
vgr−c =
S
Wem
(
for a moving non-dispersive
uniform medium
)
. (23)
Obviously, Eq. (23) holds in any inertial frames. Especially, when observed in the frames with respect to which
the medium moves parallel to the wave vector, leading to Spseu = 0 [11], from Eq. (23), and Eqs. (5) and (6), we have
vgr−c =
S
Wem
= vph. (24)
However observed in the other frames, the dielectric parameters become tensors, leading to Spseu , 0, and we have
vgr−c =
S
Wem
, vph, with |vgr−c| > |vph|. (25)
According to the principle of relativity, as mentioned before, the group velocity should be also equal to the phase
velocity in a non-dispersive medium; however, from Eqs. (24) and (25) we find that the classical group velocity vgr−c
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is equal to the phase velocity in some frames, while it is not in the others, which is not consistent with the principle of
relativity.
In contrast, from Eq. (16) and Eq. (6) we have vgr = vph = Spower/Wem (group velocity = phase velocity = energy
velocity) in all inertial frames for a moving non-dispersive isotropic uniform medium. This result is completely
consistent with the principle of relativity.
5. Conclusions and remarks
In this paper, we used a plane wave to test the justification of the definition of classical group velocity. We have
shown both from the anisotropic symmetric stationary medium and asymmetric moving medium that, the classical
group velocity vgr−c = ∂ω/∂kw indeed has some flaws. In contrast, the suggested modified definition vgr = nˆ∂ω/∂|kw|
has removed the flaws. For the isotropic medium, the two definitions are equivalent.
The differences between the classical and modified group velocities for a non-dispersive, lossless, non-conducting,
anisotropic uniform medium are outlined below.
1. Classical group velocity vgr−c. For a symmetric stationary medium, vgr−c = S/Wem holds and it may be
greater than the phase velocity, because the Poynting vector S contains a pseudo-power flow Spseu , which is
never responsible for any EM power flowing at any places for any time. For an asymmetric moving medium,
vgr−c = S/Wem holds in all inertial frames, but vgr−c = vph holds in some frames while it does not in the others.
2. Modified group velocity vgr. No matter for a stationary medium or for a moving medium, vgr = Spower/Wem =
vph (group velocity = energy velocity = phase velocity) always holds, where Spower is the real power flow.
The classical group velocity has two flaws:
1. Breaking Fermat’s principle. Although the classical group velocity vgr−c = S/Wem has no contradiction with the
energy-conservation equation −∇ · S = ∂Wem/∂t, the Poynting vector S = E ×H may includes a pseudo-power
flow Spseu , 0 which is perpendicular to the wave vector, resulting in S = E × H not parallel to the wave
vector. However Fermat’s principle requires that the direction of EM energy transport must be parallel to the
wave vector. Thus in the classical group velocity vgr−c = S/Wem, S = E ×H as an EM power flow may violate
Fermat’s principle. In other words, if the classical group velocity is taken as energy velocity for a plane wave
in a lossless, non-dispersive, non-conducting anisotropic uniform medium, it is not consistent with the Fermat’s
principle. [Note: Spseu , 0 results in both (a) the classical group velocity is greater than the phase velocity and
(b) the Poynting vector as power flow violates Fermat’s principle.]
2. Breaking the principle of relativity. For a moving isotropic medium, in the medium-rest frame the Poynting
vector S = E ×H is parallel to the wave vector, and as a power flow, it is consistent with the Fermat’s principle
and so is the classical group velocity vgr−c = S/Wem. But in a general moving frame, the moving isotropic
medium becomes anisotropic, and S = E×H is not parallel to the wave vector. Thus as a power flow, S = E×H
is not consistent with the Fermat’s principle and neither is the classical group velocity vgr−c = S/Wem. In other
words, vgr−c = S/Wem satisfies the Fermat’s principle in some inertial frames, while it does not in the others,
resulting in the Fermat’s principle not equally valid in all inertial frames, and thus breaking the principle of
relativity.
As we have known, the classical group velocity denotes the energy velocity in an isotropic medium while it may
not in an anisotropic medium. From this it follows that the same classical group-velocity definition may have different
physical implications, depending on the dielectric properties of medium, which, obviously, is a serious inconsistency
theoretically. Thus the modified definition proposed in the paper provides a solution to remove the inconsistency.
One might argue that there is no need to introduce the modified definition of group velocity if we agree that the
group velocity in an anisotropic medium is not related to the transport velocity of signal energy. That is exactly true.
However besides incurring the theoretical inconsistency mentioned above, such an agreement would contradict the
well-accepted concept that group velocity is the velocity of EM energy transport, as indicated at the beginning of the
paper.
One might question the justification of the proposed modified definition. In fact, for a plane wave in a lossless,
non-dispersive, non-conducting uniform medium, the modified group velocity satisfies the most basic principles in
physics, which is illustrated below.
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1. The modified group velocity for the plane wave is given by vgr = Spower/Wem (group velocity = energy velocity),
where Spower and Wem satisfies EM energy conservation equation −∇·Spower = ∂Wem/∂t [confer Eq. (28)]. Thus
the modified group velocity vgr is consistent with EM energy conservation equation.
2. Fermat’s principle requires that EM power propagate parallel to the wave vector while Spower is parallel to the
wave vector, as shown in footnote 4. Thus the modified group velocity vgr = Spower/Wem satisfies Fermat’s
principle.
3. For a moving medium the modified group velocity has the same form and the same physical implication in all
inertial frames, which is given by vgr = Spower/Wem = Vph (group velocity = energy velocity = phase velocity).
Thus the modified group velocity vgr satisfies the principle of relativity.
From above (2) and (3) we find that the modified group velocity has removed the flaws that the classical group
velocity has.
We have known that required by Fermat’s principle, the direction of the modified group velocity must be along
the wave vector or phase velocity. However one might ask: Why must its amplitude be the same in form as the one-
dimensional case? That is because the modified group velocity must satisfy 3D-to-1D correspondence principle. In
fact, we have verified that the modified group velocity is exactly equal to the rigidly-moving velocity of a light pulse
in a lossless, non-dispersive, non-conducting, uniform medium (confer Appendix A).
It is interesting to point out that the classical group velocity vgr−c has its group-velocity four-vector [16] although
it has some flaws that we have shown. Below we would like to make some comments on the Lorentz property of a
physical quantity and the principle of relativity.
Principle of relativity and constancy of the light speed in free space are two basic postulates in special theory
of relativity. The principle of relativity states that the laws of physics are the same in form in all inertial frames of
reference [17]. This principle is a restriction but also a guide in formulating physical theories [11].
According to this principle, there is no preferred inertial frame for descriptions of physical phenomena; thus
Maxwell equations, global momentum and energy conservation laws, Fermats principle, and Einstein light-quantum
hypothesis are equally valid in any inertial frames, no matter whether the medium is moving or at rest, and no matter
whether the space is fully or partially filled with a medium [11].
A uniform plane electromagnetic wave in free space, which is a fundamental solution to Maxwell equations,
propagates at the light speed in all directions. Consequently, when directly applying this principle to Maxwell
equations, one may find that the light speed must be the same in all inertial frames,6 in other words, the principle of
relativity requires the constancy of light speed [18, 19]. From this, the time-space coordinates constitute a Lorentz
four-vector and the EM fields follow four-tensor Lorentz transformations, no matter whether the space is filled with
a medium or not.7 However it is not required that every physical quantity be a Lorentz scalar, a four-vector, or a
four-tensor ...; resulting in “intrinsic Lorentz violation (ILV)” [19]. The simplest example is the phase velocity, which
never can be used to constitute a Lorentz velocity four-vector, because the phase velocity vph = nˆ(ω/|kw|) is defined
based on the wave four-vector Kµ = (kw, ω/c), with a constraint of vph ‖ kw [11]. Like the phase velocity, the modified
group velocity vgr = nˆ(∂ω/∂|kw|) can’t either, and there is nothing contradicting the principle of relativity.
6Constancy of photon speed in free space. According to the principle of relativity, Einstein light-quantum hypothesis, momentum-energy
conservation law, and Maxwell equations are equally valid in all inertial frames. Thus as the carriers of light energy and momentum, any photons in
free space keep moving uniformly after they leave a source observed in any inertial frames. On the other hand, observed far away from the source
(especially at the infinity, which was used as an assumption to derive Doppler effect in the 1905 paper by Einstein [17]), the light wave behaves as
a (local) plane wave, while the photons for a plane wave move at the light speed in all inertial frames due to the invariance of Maxwell equations.
From this we conclude that the photons in free space, regardless of how created, move at the light speed in all directions independently of the
motion of the source or the observer, which is the direct result from the principle of relativity. In a recent experimental demonstration, Giovannini
and coworkers claim that “spatially structured” photons travel in free space slower than the speed of light [4]; however, the authors do not provide
an answer to the fundamental question of why the slower-than-light-speed photons in free space do not break the principle of relativity; thus calling
into question their claim.
7As shown in Sec. 11. 9 of the textbook by Jackson [15], the general Maxwell equations are given by [∇×H−∂(cD)/∂(ct),∇· (cD)] = (J, cρ)
and [∇ × E − ∂(−cB)/∂(ct),∇ · (−cB)] = (0, 0), which can be written as ∂µGµν(D,H) = Jν and ∂µF µν(B,E) = 0. If Gµν(D,H) and F µν(B,E)
are four-tensor Lorentz covariant, then the Maxwell equations must be the same in form in all inertial frames, and (J, cρ) must be a four-vector,
leading to the Lorentz invariance of Planck constant, electron charge, and fine structure constant [11]. F µν is the dual field-strength tensor of
Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ. Thus mathematically, Fµν can be defined fromF µν without introducing Aµ. Note that in Gµν(D,H), with D replaced by (−B)
and H replaced by E, we obtainF µν(B,E), namelyF µν(B,E) = Gµν(−B,E).
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It should be noted that, the ILV is essentially different from the “Lorentz violation (LV)” presented in [20]. The
ILV takes place within the frame of the two postulates (namely the principle of relativity and constancy of light speed),
and it is completely consistent with the special relativity. In contrast, the LV [20] describes deviations from the two
postulates; for example, there has been a controversy recently about whether there are deviations in the time dilation
predicted by special relativity in experiments of high-energy ions [21, 22].
In addition, we also would like to make some comments on the definition of power flow. The EM energy conser-
vation equation is given by [23]
− ∇ · S = ∂Wem
∂t
+ J · E, (26)
which means that the energy flowing into a differential box is equal to the increase of EM energy in the box plus the
work on charge done by the electric field. If there is no conducting current existing (J = 0), the conservation equation
becomes
− ∇ · S = ∂Wem
∂t
. (27)
In principle, EM field solutions can be obtained by solving Maxwell equations associated with their boundary
conditions without any ambiguity. However there does be some ambiguity for the definition of power flow in terms
of above Eq. (27). Traditionally, S = E × H is defined as the power flow. However by adding a term with a zero
divergence to S, Eq. (27) will not be affected [6, p.9][23]. For example, inserting S = Spower + Spseu into Eq. (27),
with ∇ · Spseu ≡ 0 taken into account we have the same-form conservation equation
− ∇ · Spower = ∂Wem
∂t
. (28)
Thus we can re-define Spower as the power flow. For an isotropic medium, Spseu = 0 and S = Spower, and this
re-definition has no effect [14].
From above analysis we can see that, from the viewpoint of EM energy conservation equation, S and Spower have
the equal right to be the power flow. However S, as being a power flow, may contradict Fermat’s principle, while
Spower does not. From this perspective, it is justifiable to take Spower as the correct power flow in an anisotropic
medium (crystal) [14].
It should be noted that there is a significant difference between “energy conservation law” and “energy conser-
vation equation”. As indicated in Sec. 1, the energy conservation law is a fundamental postulate in physics, while
the energy conservation equation is a specific mathematical formulation of the law. That an EM power flow satisfies
energy conservation equation is a necessary condition for this power flow to satisfy energy conservation law, but it is
not a sufficient condition. As we have known, in an anisotropic medium, Poynting vector S and the (real) power flow
Spower both satisfy energy conservation equation, but the Poynting vector as EM power flow may break energy con-
servation law, as indicated in Sec. 2, where Fermat’s principle is shown to be consistent with the energy conservation
law because Spower = Wemvph has already carried all the EM energy Wem propagating at vph ‖ kw.
It might be interesting to point out that, if Spseu , 0 were to be of power flow, a “superluminal power flow” could
be constructed, given by S>c = S+aSpseu, where a is an arbitrary constant, with S>c = S for a = 0 and S>c = Spower for
a = −1. Obviously, S>c satisfies energy conservation Eq. (27) due to∇·S ≡ ∇·S>c. Since Spseu ⊥ Spower holds, we have∣∣∣∣∣ S>cWem
∣∣∣∣∣ = 1|Wem|
√
S2power + (a + 1)2S2pseu. (29)
From this we have |S>c/Wem| > c holding for Spseu , 0 by a proper choice of a-value [14]. This, one again, clearly
shows that the EM energy conservation equation cannot uniquely determine the EM power flow without Fermat’s
principle taken into account.
Finally, we also would like to make some comments on the definition of group velocity itself. It is shown in
Appendix A that, in a non-dispersive, lossless, non-conducting uniform medium (no matter whether it is isotropic
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or anisotropic), a plane-wave light pulse propagates rigidly at the modified group velocity that is equal to the energy
velocity. Thus in such a case, the modified group velocity has a clear, precise physical meaning, and it is an observable
(at least, theoretically). However it should be indicated that the group velocity is not a strict observable in general,
because the physical meaning of the definition itself is ambiguous. For example, the group velocity can exceed the
vacuum light speed c in an anomalous dispersion medium (confer footnotes 9-12), while the transport velocity of
energy of a light pulse cannot exceed c, otherwise Einstein causality will be broken when considering that the pulse
energy is an observable (confer footnote 11). Thus in such a case, the group velocity does not have physical meaning.
In conclusion, by examining the physical implications of group velocity and energy conservation equation we
have provided a new understanding of light propagation and light-matter interactions in the paper. As an application,
we have reviewed several experimental observations reported in previous research works, with significantly different
physical results obtained, as shown in footnotes 6, 10, 11, and 12.
Appendix A. Derivation, application, and physical implication of the modified group velocity
First, let us take a look of how Eq. (14) is derived. According to Landau-Lifshitz approach [1], the refractive-
index vector is defined as nd = kw/(ω/c) with nd = |nd |, and we have the dispersion equation k2w − (nd ω/c)2 = 0.
Inserting kw = nd(ω/c) into Eq. (1), we have Bc = nd×E and Dc = −nd×H, leading to ˇ ·Ec2+nd×[ µˇ−1 ·(nd×E)] = 0,
which is a system of linear equations for (Ex, Ey, Ez), and where ˇ and µˇ are, respectively, the dielectric permittivity
and permeability tensors, and µˇ−1 denotes the inverse tensor of µˇ. From this, we obtain the (eigen) Fresnel equation
F(nd, i j, µi j, θw, φw) = 0 [1], or nd = nd(i j, µi j, θw, φw), where i j and µi j are the tensor elements, and θw and φw
are the wave-vector angles so that kwx = |kw| sin θw cos φw, kwy = |kw| sin θw sin φw, and kwz = |kw| cos θw hold in the
wave-vector space. Since nd does not explicitly contain |kw|, we have (∂nd/∂|kw|)explicit = 0 (with i j, µi j, θw, and
φw kept constant). If there is any dispersion, nd implicitly contains ω through the dielectric constant tensors. Thus
from nd = nd(i j, µi j, θw, φw) we have
∂nd
∂|kw| ≡
∂nd
∂|kw|
∣∣∣∣∣
θw,φw=const
=
∂nd
∂ω
∂ω
∂|kw| , (A.1)
where
∂nd
∂ω
≡ ∂nd
∂ω
∣∣∣∣∣
θw,φw=const
=
∑
i, j
(
∂nd
∂i j
∂i j
∂ω
+
∂nd
∂µi j
∂µi j
∂ω
)
. (A.2)
From the dispersion equation |kw|2 − (nd ω/c)2 = 0, we have
|kw| − ndωc
(
ω
c
∂nd
∂|kw| +
nd
c
∂ω
∂|kw|
)
= 0. (A.3)
Inserting Eq. (A.1) into Eq. (A.3), and from the modified definition vgr = nˆ∂ω/∂|kw| with vph = nˆ(ω/|kw|) taken into
account, we obtain Eq. (14).
Now let us take a look of the application of Eq. (14). The modified group velocity formula Eq. (14) has exactly
the same form as that in the isotropic medium [15]. However because of the anisotropy of nd, special attention is
needed to the ∂/∂ω-operation in Eq. (14). To better understand this, a specific example is given below.
For a plane wave in an electro-anisotropic uniaxial medium, which is the simplest anisotropic medium, we have
B = µH and D = ˇ · E, where µ is the permeability constant with ∂µ/∂ω = 0 assumed, and ˇ is the permittivity tensor
with its element matrix (i j) = diag(, , z), which defines the z-axis as the optic axis. From this we have the Fresnel’s
equation for the extraordinary wave, given by [1, p.340] [5, p.343]
cos2 αz
µ
+
sin2 αz
zµ
=
(
c
nd
)2
⇒ nd =
c
√
µz√
sin2 αz + (z/) cos2 αz
, (A.4)
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where sin2 αz = cos2 αx + cos2 αy, with αx, αy, and αz being, respectively, the angles made by the unit wave vector
nˆ with the x-, y-, and z-axes, namely cosαx = kwx/|kw| = sin θw cos φw, cosαy = kwy/|kw| = sin θw sin φw, and
cosαz = kwz/|kw| = cos θw. From Eq. (A.2) and Eq. (A.4), with αx, αy, and αz kept constant we have
∂nd
∂ω
=
nd
2c2µz
[
c2µ
∂z
∂ω
− n2d cos2 αz
∂
∂ω
(
z

)]
. (A.5)
Inserting Eqs. (A.4), (A.5), and vph = nˆ(ω/|kw|) = nˆ(ω/|ω|)(c/nd) into Eq. (14), we can obtain the group velocity
expression for the uniaxial medium, where the frequency sign (ω/|ω|) = ± denotes two possible waves propagating in
opposite directions.
Note: ∂/∂ω only operates on the dielectric parameters of the right-hand side of Eq. (A.4), z and , with the
assumption ∂µ/∂ω = 0 taken into account.
By setting z = , the anisotropy included in Eq. (A.4) and Eq. (A.5) disappears, leading to nd = c(µ)1/2 and
∂nd/∂ω = [nd/(2)](∂/∂ω), and Eq. (14) is restored to the group velocity in an isotropic medium [15], given by
vgr =
ω
|ω|
cnˆ
c
√
µ
(
1 +
ω
2
∂
∂ω
) . (A.6)
Finally, let us take a look of the physical implications of modified group velocity. As mentioned previously, the
modified group velocity Eq. (14) is the same in form as that in an isotropic medium [15], except that nd is anisotropic,
depending on the direction of nˆ. However vgr itself is defined in the nˆ-direction and the direction of nˆ is independent
of ω and |kw|.
As shown in the textbook [15], for a non-dispersive, lossless, non-conducting, isotropic uniform medium, it is
exactly true for the classical (= modified) group velocity to be equal to the rigidly-moving velocity of a plane-wave
light pulse. We will show below that it is also true for the modified group velocity in an anisotropic medium.
Suppose that a plane-wave light pulse (wave train) propagating in the anisotropic medium has a frequency band-
width of 4ω and a wave-number width of 4|kw|, and the frequency bandwidth 4ω can be expanded into a series of
4|kw|, given by
4 ω =
(
nˆ
∂ω
∂|kw|
)
· nˆ(4|kw|) +
high-orderterms of4|kw|
 , (A.7)
where nˆ(∂ω/∂|kw|) is the modified group velocity vgr. Thus the traditional interpretation for the group velocity [15]
is applicable here: the modified group velocity vgr is the velocity at which the light pulse travels along undistorted
in shape apart from an overall phase factor when 4|kw| is so small that the effect of high-order terms of 4|kw| can
be ignored. Of course, if there are no high-order terms in Eq. (A.7), the pulse travels exactly at vgr without any
distortions in shape, namely in a rigid way.
What is the energy velocity for a finite-size plane-wave light pulse? If the light pulse propagates exactly in a rigid
way at a velocity, then this velocity, without question, can be defined as the “whole” energy velocity of the pulse.
However because of the existence of dispersion in a practical medium, the pulse will be distorted more or less. Thus
the energy velocity is usually defined by the power flow divided by the EM energy density. In fact, this is the “local”
energy velocity, ignoring whether the pulse is distorted or not during its propagation ahead. Fortunately, the “local”
and “whole” energy velocities and the modified group velocity are equal in a non-dispersive medium (∂nd/∂ω = 0),
because ∂ω/∂|kw| = ω/|kw| holds according to Eq. (14), resulting in the holding of ∂(n)ω/∂|kw|n = 0 for n ≥ 2 and the
disappearance of all the high-order terms in Eq. (A.7), and further, the whole pulse moving at vgr rigidly.
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From above analysis we know that, for a non-dispersive, lossless, non-conducting, anisotropic uniform
medium, the modified group velocity Eq. (14), which is equal to the phase velocity, is also equal to the rigidly-moving
velocity of a plane-wave light pulse. Thus the modified definition is exactly accurate for a non-dispersive medium,
and it can be taken as an approximate description of the energy transport velocity in a weak-dispersion medium. How-
ever in strong-dispersion regions of a dispersion medium,8 such an approximation may not valid at all; for example,
the group velocity may exceed the vacuum light speed, which has been demonstrated by experiments in the region of
strong anomalous dispersion [24], and in such a case the group velocity itself is not a meaningful physical quantity
[15, 25, 26].9,10,11,12,13
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Material to Help Reading 
I. What’s done in my paper? 
A detailed analysis of the physical implications of group velocity and energy conservation equation is given.   
(a) The definition of classical group velocity is tested for a uniform plane wave, with finding that the classical 
definition has flaws.  To remove the flaws, a modified definition is proposed.  It is indicated that in general 
cases the group velocity is not a strict observable quantity because the physical implication of the definition 
itself is ambiguous.   
(b) The difference between energy conservation equation (Poynting theorem) and energy conservation law 
is clearly illustrated.  The energy conservation law is a fundamental postulate in physics, while the energy 
conservation equation (Poynting theorem) is a specific mathematical formulation of the law. That an EM 
power flow satisfies energy conservation equation is a necessary condition for this power flow to satisfy 
energy conservation law, but it is not a sufficient condition. 
(c) It is strictly shown that in anisotropic media, Poynting vector as EM power flow may break energy 
conservation law (instead of energy conservation equation), Fermat’s principle, and special relativity.  
However this property of Poynting vector cannot be explored by any commercial EM simulators because 
Maxwell equations themselves cannot uniquely define EM power flow while all those simulators’ writers 
artificially assume that Poynting vector is the uniquely power flow in any situations. 
(d) As an application of my theory, previously-published experimental observations are reviewed, including: 
(i) The speed of “spatially structured” photons in free space presented by Giovannini, et al., Science 347 
(2015) 857 (see footnote 6).  It is shown why the physical explanations in Giovannini-coworkers 
experiments are not consistent with the principle of relativity.   
(ii) The invariance of information velocity presented by Boyd and Gauthier, Science 326 (2009) 1074 
(see footnote 10).  It is shown why the traditionally-argued invariance of information velocity 
contradicts Maxwell equations. 
(iii) The superluminal light pulse experiments presented by Wang at al., Nature 406 (2000) 277 (see 
footnote 11).  It is shown why the superluminal light pulse propagation claimed in Wang-Kuzmich-
Dogariu experiments voilates Einstein causality. 
(iv) The experiments of superluminal light propagation based on Brillouin lasing oscillation presented by 
Zhang et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 107 (2011) 093903 (see footnote 12).  It is indicated that the authors’ 
claim that their work “provides a new way of opening up superluminal communications via optical 
fibers” is not grounded at all. 
II. What is the significance of my work? 
My paper provides a new insight into light propagation and light-matter interactions.  As an application, 
several experimental observations reported in previous research works are reviewed, with significantly 
different physical results obtained, clarifying the long-lasting confusion over the physical implication of 
group velocity in the community — a significant advance in optics.  The concepts and conclusions presented 
in my paper are fundamental, and so they are of general interest. 
III. Remarks on cited references and footnotes in manuscript 
(1) In the first paragraph……………………………………………………p. 2 
(2) In footnote 1……………………………………………………………………………p. 3 
(3) In footnote 4……………………………………………………………………………p. 6 
(4) In footnote 6……………………………………………………………………………p. 8 
(5) In footnote 9……………………………………………………………………………p. 8 
(6) Footnote 10…………………………………………………………………………………p. 9 
(7) Footnote 11…………………………………………………………………………………p. 10 
(8) Footnote 12…………………………………………………………………………………p. 11 
(9) Footnote 13…………………………………………………………………………………p. 12 
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(1) In the first paragraph 
 
----- 
(i) the statement  
For example, in their textbook Landau and Lifshitz state that “the physical velocity of propagation of the waves 
is called the group velocity” [1, p.237]; 
is based on the text in Ref. [1] (L.D. Landau, E.M. Lifshitz, Electrodynamics of Continuous Media, 2nd edn., 
Butterworth-Heinemann, Oxford, 1984), copied below: 
 
----- 
(ii) the statement  
for resolution of the Abraham-Minkowski debate on light momentum in a medium, Kemp argues that “the pulse 
propagates at the group velocity” [2]; 
is based on the text in Ref. [2] (B.A. Kemp, Resolution of the Abraham-Minkowski debate: Implications 
for the electromagnetic wave theory of light in matter, J. Appl. Phys. 109 (2011) 111101), copied below: 
 
----- 
(iii) the statement  
for introducing a fundamental assumption in descriptions of light-matter interactions, Bethune-Waddell and Chau 
“interpret the electromagnetic field as a fluid with an equivalent mass density … moving with a group velocity” [3]; 
is based on the text in Ref. [3] (M. Bethune-Waddell, K.J. Chau, Simulations of radiation pressure 
experiments narrow down the energy and momentum of light in matter, Rep. Prog. Phys. 78 (2015) 122401), 
copied below: 
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----- 
(iv) the statement  
in a recent experimental research report, Giovannini and coworkers claim that “single photons travel at the group 
velocity” [4].   
is based on the text in Ref. [4] (D. Giovannini, J. Romero, V. Potoček, G. Ferenczi, F. Speirits, S.M. Barnett, 
D. Faccio, M.J. Padgett, Spatially structured photons that travel in free space slower than the speed of light, 
Science 347 (2015) 857-860), copied below: 
 
------------------------------------------------- 
 
(2) In footnote 1 with text marked with yellow, copied below: 
 
----- 
(i) the statement  
Usually in textbooks [1, p. 291] [6，p. 128], a specific formulation of Fermat’s principle within the Maxwell-
equation frame is about the optical path between two points, A and B: How can a ray of light, emitted from point 
A, reach point B? 
is based on the text in Ref. [1] (L.D. Landau, E.M. Lifshitz, Electrodynamics of Continuous Media, 2nd edn., 
Butterworth-Heinemann, Oxford, 1984, p. 291), copied below: 
 
and Ref. [6] (M. Born, E. Wolf, Principles of Optics, Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1986, p. 128), copied below: 
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----- 
(ii) the statement  
Mathematically, this form of Fermat’s principle corresponds to a formulation of a variational principle “which is 
weaker but which has a wider range of validity” [6，p. 128],  
is based on the text in Ref. [6] (M. Born, E. Wolf, Principles of Optics, Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1986, p. 
128), copied below: 
 
----- 
 
(iii) the statement  
and it has been generalized for light rays in general relativity [7,8,9] and nonstationary media [10].  
is based on the text in Ref. [7,8,9,10], which is given below. 
 
(a) The text in Ref. [7] (V. Perlick, Gravitational lensing from a spacetime perspective, Living Rev. Relativity 
7 (2004) 9-117; http://relativity.livingreviews.org/Articles/lrr-2004-9/index.html ), copied below: 
 
 
 
(b) The text in Ref. [8] (R. Nityananda, J. Samuel, Fermat's principle in general relativity, Phys. Rev. D 45 
(1992) 3862-3864; http://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.45.3862 ), copied below: 
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(c) The text in Ref. [9] (V. P. Frolov, Generalized Fermat’s principle and action for light rays in a curved 
spacetime, Phys. Rev. D 88 (2013) 064039; http://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.88.064039; 
http://arxiv.org/abs/1307.3291), copied below: 
 
 
 
 
(d) The text in Ref. [10] (A. G. Voronovich, O. A. Godin, Fermat principle for a nonstationary medium, Phys. 
Rev. Lett. 91 (2003) 044302; http://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.91.044302 ), copied below: 
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------------------------------------------------- 
 
(3) In footnote 4 with text marked with yellow, copied below: 
 
----- 
(i) the statement  
a light ray proceeding from one equiphase surface must intersect another equiphase surface [6, p.115]. 
is also clearly illustrated in Ref. [6] (M. Born, E. Wolf, Principles of Optics, Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1986, 
p. 115), copied below: 
 
 
Note:  denotes the equiphase surface, as indicated on p. 112 of Ref. [6], copied below:  
 
 
 
----- 
(ii) the statement  
 
the EM energy velocity : phempower W vS ==  (phase velocity). 
 
means that the EM energy velocity is defined as the real EM power flow powerS  divided by EM energy density 
emW , and it is equal to  velocity)(phase phv .  The often-used math symbol “:=” means “defined equal to”. 
----- 
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(iii) the statement  
For example, Landau and Lifshitz argue that “the direction of the light rays (in geometrical optics) is given by the group 
velocity vector” [1, p. 335] and “the group velocity is in the same direction as the Poynting vector” [1, p. 336]. 
is based on the text in Ref. [1] (L.D. Landau, E.M. Lifshitz, Electrodynamics of Continuous Media, 2nd edn., Butterworth-
Heinemann, Oxford, 1984, Sec. 97. A plane wave in an anisotropic medium, pp. 335-336), copied below 
 
 
 
 
 
Comment: In their textbook, Landau and Lifshitz state that “the direction of the light rays (in geometrical optics) is 
given by the group velocity vector”, while “the group velocity is in the same direction as the Poynting vector” for a plane 
wave in an anisotropic medium.  Thus according to Landau and Lifshitz, the light rays are (actually) defined according 
to the Poynting vector for a plane wave in an anisotropic medium, instead of defined based on the Fermat principle. 
 
----- 
(iv) the statement  
Born and Wolf also argue that “the ray velocity, is in the same direction as the Poynting vector”, and the ray velocity is equal 
to the (classical) energy velocity emWS  [6, p. 669]. 
is based on the text in Ref. [6] (M. Born, E. Wolf, Principles of Optics, Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1986, Sec. 
14. 2. The structure of a monochromatic plane wave in an anisotropic medium, p. 669), copied below: 
 
Comment: In their textbook, Born and Wolf argue that the ray velocity denotes the velocity of energy transport (namely 
the “classical energy velocity” called in my paper), while the (classical) energy velocity is equal to the Poynting vector 
divided by the EM energy density for a plane wave in an anisotropic medium.  Thus according to Born and Wolf, the 
light rays are also defined according to the Poynting vector for a plane wave in an anisotropic medium, instead of defined 
based on the Fermat principle. 
------------------------------------------------- 
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(4) In footnote 6 
 
the comment on Ref. [4] (red-underscored text) is based on the text of Ref. [4], copied below: 
 
Ref. [4] D. Giovannini, J. Romero, V. Potoček, G. Ferenczi, F. Speirits, S.M. Barnett, D. Faccio, 
M.J. Padgett, Spatially structured photons that travel in free space slower than the speed of light, 
Science 347 (2015) 857-860). 
------------------------------------------------- 
(5) In footnote 9 
 
----- 
(i) the cited statement  
“group velocity is generally not a useful concept in regions of anomalous dispersion”  
is based on the text in Ref. [11] J.D. Jackson, Classical Electrodynamics, John Wiley & Sons, New Jersey, 
1999, Sec. 7.8, p. 325, copied below: 
 
----- 
(ii) the statement  
“group velocity ceases to have physical significance in the case of anomalous dispersion, when it can exceed c” 
is a longstanding misconception, because the group velocity in such a case still retains “its meaning as the velocity 
of nearly undistorted pulse propagation, as experiments have shown” [23]. 
is based on the text in Ref. [23] P. W. Milonni, Fast Light, Slow Light, and Left-Handed Light, IOP 
Publishing, London, 2005, p. 29 and p. 67, copied below: 
 
 
 
 
------------------------------------------------- 
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(6) Footnote 10 
 
is based on the text in Ref. [24] (R.W. Boyd, D.J. Gauthier, Controlling the velocity of light pulses, Science 326 (2009) 
1074-1077), copied below: 
 
 
------------------------------------------------- 
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(7) Footnote 11 
 
is based on the text in Ref. [20] (L.J. Wang, A. Kuzmich, A. Dogariu, Gain-assisted superluminal light propagation, 
Nature 406 (2000) 277-279), copied below: 
 
 
and Ref. [25] (A. Dogariu, A. Kuzmich, L.J. Wang, Transparent anomalous dispersion and superluminal light-pulse 
propagation at a negative group velocity, Phys. Rev. A 63 (2001) 053806), copied below 
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Comment: The pulse energy, measured at the end of the anomalous dispersion medium (z = 
L), is equal to the integral of intensity I(L,t) over time t, namely ∫I(L,t)dt, as seen from above 
Eq. (18) and FIG. 2, and thus the light pulse energy is also advanced by 62 ns.  Note: I(L,t) 
is a measured quantity experimentally, as shown in their Figure 4, and thus the pulse energy 
∫I(L,t)dt is also a measured quantity. 
------------------------------------------------- 
 
(8) Footnote 12 
 
 
is based on the text in Ref. [26] (L. Zhang, L. Zhan, K. Qian, J. Liu, Q. Shen, X. Hu, S. Luo, Superluminal 
propagation at negative group velocity in optical fibers based on Brillouin lasing oscillation, Phys. Rev. Lett. 
107 (2011) 093903), copied below: 
 
Comment: The authors claim that “a superluminal phenomenon … should consist with the causality 
and special relativity”, but they do not give any reasons and grounds. 
------------------------------------------------- 
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(9) Footnote 13 
 
is based on the text in Ref. [27] (D. Ye, Y. Salamin, J. Huangfu, S. Qiao, G. Zheng, L. Ran, Observation of 
wave packet distortion during a negative-group-velocity transmission, Sci. Rep. 5 (2015) 8100), copied 
below: 
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